Shadman Ahmed
Creating engaging storytelling & enhancing end-to-end user
experiences for 13+ yrs | Currently—Building UX at Zoomcar

portfolio.shadmanahmed.com

+91 8689807807
sayhello@shadmanahmed

Hardcore User Experience & Interface Designer
Converting complex business ideas and goals into products by
researching, testing, and designing new user experiences that exhibit
simplicity and sound functionality.

UI/UX Designer for 11+ years

Total 13+ years

LAST 6 ROLES

UX Designer | Zoomcar, Bangalore
UI/UX Designer | Amber Healthcare, Bombay
UI/UX Designer | Super.Jobs, Bombay
Co-Founder, Creative Head | Lets Think Simple, New Delhi

2016-present
2015 - 2016
2015
2011 - 2015

UI/UX Designer | Network 18, New Delhi

2008 - 2010

UI/UX Designer | Tangering Digital, Network 18, New Delhi

2007 - 2008

UX Designer
2 years - current

Push design boundaries, influence strategies and make a strong impact on
product execution & quality to create a more engaging storytelling
experience and enhance end-to-end user experience.
Own customer experience strategy, ideation, deep expertise in customer
experiences. Identify new product opportunities, define problems & goals,
map user flows, prototype interactions and oversee the building process.
Plan and conduct user research in close collaboration with people in a
variety of roles, including design, engineering and product management.
Identify and recruit participants for on-site, in-house usability and guerilla
testing. Identify key needs, behaviors and motivations, communicate
insights and recommendations to key stakeholders to create insight-driven
designs.
Collaborate with a multi-disciplinary team of product managers, stakeholders,
UX designers, developers and engineers to draft organizational/structural
concepts for digital products and develop a content hierarchy. Create
storyboards, wireframes, interactive prototypes and execute solutions that
solve complex business challenges in creative and innovative ways.
Influence product specifications and execute design work with a high level
of polish. Ability to generate comprehensive information architecture,
wireframes, high-fidelity mockups and interactive prototypes for iOS,
Android, web and progressive web apps.

Conceive, execute and support beautiful, high-profile and industry-defining
products based on insight-led methodologies.
Create user flows, diagrams and models to facilitate shared understanding
of complex topics. Develop innovative visual designs, screen layouts,
navigation systems, user interface elements, typography and color palettes
while working within a strict set of brand guidelines for a variety of screen
sizes ( web and native apps).
Work with product managers to understand and develop business
requirements. Quickly create wireframes and prototypes to assist in pushing
concepts forward and through approval process to achieve those business
goals.
Work in an agile, rapid development and prototyping environment where
effective communication is paramount.`
Provide UI direction and feedback on projects and mentor members of the
design team.
Produce highly polished, production ready design and hand off appropriate
assets needed by the development team.

UI/UX Designer
6 months

Conceived & iterated product features based on data, analytics & strategy.
Created information architecture for their partner app Amber Stylist.
Designed elegant, delightful and clear product experiences with an
awareness and understanding of browser sizes, device capabilities and
product functionalities.
Designed pixel-perfect, highly usable and aesthetically pleasing user
interface, including both visual and interaction designs for iOS & android
platforms.
Improved user experience based on stylist’s feedback, addressed all pain
points of users and integrated solutions into the app.
Conceived, created prototype & designed experience for their website by
consolidating and translating research findings, team input, consumer
needs/strategy and brand characteristics into authentic and usable
interface solutions.
Collaborated with developers, product managers, operations & marketing
team members to help understand consumer’s behaviour and design user
experience for new and existing product features.
Contributed & took ownership at an early stage of the company.

UI/UX Designer
5 months

Amalgamated business objectives with user needs.
Created design flows and experiences that are user-friendly, clear and
elegant on different platforms (iOS and Android) for the app.
Gathered feature requirements from recruiters & end users, translated their
priorities through designs.
Co-ordinated in development of rich functional prototypes using low and
high fidelity mockups and interaction requirements while working with
multiple teams.
Conceived, created prototype & designed interface for their new features.
Conducted iterative usability testing on prototypes in parallel to
development.
Maintained detailed user-interface specifications and style guides.

Creative Head
4 years and 2 months

Contributed to preliminary strategy formation for each new project (Digital &
Print).
Reviewed & approved new creative proposals (Briefs).
Crafted project resourcing estimates & worked with project management on
implementation (Scope/Schedules).
Lead team to identify & solved marketing problems from a creative
perspective (Collaboration).
Organized & lead creative reviews & presentations within department
(Presentations).
Recommended creative testing where appropriate (Best Practices).
Managed teams of creative talent including a mix of full-time associates &
contractors (Developers, Copywriters).
Managed multiple, concurrent projects and met aggressive deadlines.

UI/UX & Visual Designer
1 year and 8 months

Was responsible for designing & maintaining their e-commerce website
Homeshop18.com.
Designed online posters, micro-sites, daily banners and promotional
banners.
Processed data along with the web business analyst team to suggest and
design necessary UI/UX changes.
Handled all their print collateral, direct mailers & emailers.
Designed all the promotional material and ensured the production is up to
mark.
Supervised & managed all the product shoots, clean ups of the products
and edits on the website.
Worked in sync with the motion graphics team to ensure all the promotional
branding/identity were consistent on Web, Print and TV.

Visual Designer
1 year

Handled all the in-house print and web projects.
Designed, met & maintained industry standard for design and user
experience on thier website 'Campus18'.
Created branding and identity for their various promotional contests.
Created several promotional print and online campaigns.

Jr. Visual Designer
6 months

A publishing house where I worked as a Jr. Visualiser on in-house book
production projects. Worked on book publishing, preparing files for press,
quality check, image research and buying.

Graphic Designer
3 years and 6 months

Worked in one of their franchise in Space Graphics Department as a Graphic
Designer. Designed space graphics for various clients. From wall murals to
floor graphics. Worked and prepared large format files.

Skill/Proficiency
Great taste and appreciation for beautiful, simple and functional user
interface design. A prototyping mindset and inclination towards rapid
market-level learning. Comfort with paper sketching, coupled with a keen
eye for attention to detail and developed expertise in the digital medium
(desktop-and mobile platform).

Well Versed Apps
Sketch

Photoshop

Illustrator

Other known Design Apps
Indesign

Invision App

After Effects

Flinto

Marvel App

Connect/Presence
I am available on channels below

e sayhello@shadmanahmed.com
p +91 8689807807
w portfolio.shadmanahmed.com
shadmanahmed.com

www.linkedin.com/in/shadmanahmed
dribbble.com/shadsahm
behance.net/shadsahm
twitter.com/shadsahm
instagram.com/shadsahm
pinterest.com/shadsahm
plus.google.com/+ShadmanAhmed
vimeo.com/shadsahm

Shadman Ahmed
An Artist, Avid Learner, Thinker, Designer & A Chai Lover.

To Servicenow,
I am interested in User Experience Designer position, as posted on
Linkedin.com. I am currently employed as a UX Designer at Zoomcar. I
believe that the skills and experience I have gained at this position and over
the years make me an ideal candidate for the said position.
As a UX Designer, I help cross-disciplinary teams develop a deeper
understanding of our users and their needs, in order to drive satisfaction,
solve pain points and deliver on key metrics. I like to dive deeper into
technical details to create thoughtful designs that are ready for user testing
within hours or days.
This position requires me to work closely with company leadership, product
owners, product managers and/or senior stakeholders to determine feature
behaviors and functions.
I have also gained extensive experience in communicating and rationalizing
design intent and gather feedback throughout the design process. –
responsibilities that sr. designer for this position must exhibit. Passionate
about representing the users I design for and am inquisitive to learn more
about consumers.
I am confident that my experience, knowledge and attitude will surely
qualify me for consideration. I have also enclosed my resume. I look forward
to hearing from you and take the talks further.
Sincerely,
Shadman Ahmed

